
Not all models have
AFRDI certification.
AFRDI certificates for
select models available
upon request.
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LYNXVISITOR 
CHAIR

The Lynx Visitor range of chairs is a value for money 
solution for purchasers of visitor chairs who require 
style, strength and reliability within tight budget 
constraints.

As our entry-level range, the only thing inexpensive 
about the Lynx Visitor is the price. Materials, 
workmanship, design and after sales service offered 
are the equal of any Sturdy Framac product.

Lynx Visitor has been designed with a no frills policy 
using the most cost effective solution without 
compromising ergonomics. If you are looking for an 
economically priced visitors chair for your office and 
do not want to compromise on ergonomics or quality, 
then you will find it hard to go past the Lynx range.

Lynx Visitor chairs are available in 4-Leg or sled base, 
with or without arms and in a black, chrome or silver 
powdercoated finish. Both 4-Leg and sled models are 
available with our linking option for those areas where 
you need to link the chairs together.

4-Leg models are stackable in groups of 3 or higher 
on an optional stacking trolley when storage space is 
at a premium. 

LYNX 4 LEG LY945



Sturdy Framac pursue a policy of continuous improvement and reserve the right to introduce modification when required and to withdraw models without previous notification.
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LYNX SLED LY942

Back size  430W x 330H
Seat size  480 W x 460 D
Seat height 450 (4 leg)
  470 (sled)
Overall height 800

Product Options:
  A32 - Swoop Arm
  CHR - Chrome frame
  L - Linking frame
  SPF - Silver powdercoated frame

LY945L LINKING

 
Beam seating can made up to banks of 6.
Simply specify a bank of 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 when ordering 
 
Beam options 
 Curved Arms
 Black Frame
 Chrome frame
 Silver powdercoated frame
	 Standard	fixed	frame
 Leg Options (L1 leg standard) 

LY9463L1 BEAM
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